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• Why?
• Certification
• Expectations prior to programming
• Programming
• Implementation
• Benefits
• Next steps
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
LISA: During today’s presentation, we will be looking at:	Why we developed a District LAP policy. (CLICK)	Certification expectations under the policy (CLICK)	Expectations of activities/submissions prior to programming (CLICK)	How Programming will occur under the policy (CLICK)	How we plan to implement the policy (CLICK)	The benefits we believe will be realized as a result of the policy. (CLICK)	And we will close with the next steps related to the policy. Rather than waiting until the end to address questions, we will pause after each topic to allow time for discussion.I am now going to turn things over to Loreen and Kathy to discuss why we developed this policy. (CLICK)
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Fiscal Year (FY 16/17) Lock Down PlanFiscal Year (FY 17/18) Lock Down Plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Loreen/Kathy:District Five carries one of the largest LAP  programs in the state.  For historical reference, what you see here is LAP lock down Performance plan across all the Districts.  This one is for FY 17:At the beginning of the year, we planned to do $1.48 M (11 projects) worth of consultant acquisitions.  At end of year we finished we came in double what we estimated and had an additional $5.64 M (additional 9 projects) over what we planned. For construction – you see we were 35% over in construction estimates in terms of dollars for 10 projects planned.  We had an additional 10 lettings / $8.53M.As you can see in comparison to the other Districts, D5 is up there with greatest number of consultant acquisitions and lettings in FY 17, planned and in excess. <<click>>For FY 18 – last year – the plan at year begin was to encumber $2.54M (14 projects) in consultant acquisitions,  we finished at 89% of the estimated dollar and, we missed 1 project and did no hit our Performance goal. In addition to the plan, we encumbered $1.83M  for  7 additional projects.In terms of lettings, we were short on our $$ and ## of lettings, again missing one project letting.  Additionally, we $6.29 M / 8 projects above the plan established at the onset of the year (July 2018). These variances from the lock down plan introduce instability in D5’s work program as projects are either being added (majority) / or not being completed as planned.  
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Work Program Amendments
Changes (other than estimates) - additions, advances, deferrals or 
deletions - to projects in the first year of the Adopted 5-Year Work 
Program (July 1st) requiring approval by Executive Office of the 
Governor (EOG) via an EOG Work Program Amendment Request. 

LAP Project Work Program 
Amendments FY2017 FY2018 FY2019

Adds 1 1 2
Deletes 0 0 4
Defers 2 0 2
Total 3 1 8

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Loreen/Kathy:Changes to our Work Program require certain approvals.  And over certain threshold amounts, a Work Program Amendment may be needed after we have adopted the Five Year Work Program (adoption is July 1st of each year).  What is an WP Amendment?These are changes (other than estimates) - additions, advances, deferrals or deletions - to projects in the first year of the Adopted 5-Year Work Program (July 1st) requiring approval by Executive Office of the Governor (EOG) via an EOG Work Program Amendment Request.The table represents the number of WP Amendments since 2017;  the majority of amendments are for deferrals or deletions (8 projects total).  In terms of yearly activity, for 2019 we’ve already processed 8 LAP WP amendments, with 4 deleted and 2 defers.   FY2017:438023-1 Added Phase 58 430225-4 Deferred Phase 58 to FY20 430225-5 Deferred Phase 58 to FY21 FY2018 439066-1 Added Phase 38 FY2019 443524-1 Added Phase 58 443525-1 Added Phase 58 436935-1 Deleted Phase 58 430975-2 Deleted Phase 38 442440-1 Deleted Phase 18 438981-1 Deferred Phase 58 to FY23 430225-9 Deferred Phase 58 to FY20 442554-1 Deleted Phase 18 This data represents a concern for District Five in terms of Work Program stability – what are we doing in terms of planning projects, vetting these for realistic programming, development, and ultimately, completion. 



Question:
Why did we develop a District LAP policy?
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What the 
heck??

Oh crap,     
it’s LAP!

Answer:
The District’s program is not 
working!!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LOREEN – One transition (click after question)



District 5 LAP opportunities:

• Improve coordination and communication
• Increase knowledge
• Enhance planning
• Perform thorough project vetting
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Avoid: Unstable Work Program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LOREEN – flip presentation to more positive deliveryPossible Talking Point: Unstable Work Program – Per Lisa Saliba (CO) Department is charged by FHWA to plan, program and prepare STIP.  State Statute has that priority list be provided, but we program based on the principals for funds management.  We work in cooperation with MPOs – we should not be turning our role and responsibility over to MPO with regard to State Statute with regards to building Work Program.



Why develop a District policy?

• Program priority projects

• Program without rushing

• Stabilize funding

• Helps the Local Agencies
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KEEP 
CALM 
AND 

LAP ON

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LOREENPossible Talking Points:We want to have a clear delivery path	– currently, we program now and figure out what the project really is and how it will be delivered later	– with this policy, prior to programming there will be a clear understanding of		-The project scope		-Who will be delivering the project		-The plan development process to keep the project moving forward in the Work Program We are trying to make LAP better for all involved 	– for the MPOs/TPOs that have funding that must be programmed	– for the Local Agencies – cities and counties – that must deliver the projects	– for FDOT, who must manage the program and who is ultimately responsible for the stability of the Work Program	



Project-Specific Certification

• County or City

• Limited experience
– Less than 3 projects in 3 years
– Will not have 3 projects within 3 years
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
LISA: Now that we’ve looked at why we developed a policy, let’s start reviewing some of the specifics, starting with Certification.Project-specific certification may be granted to Counties and Cities that have “limited experience” which we are defining as successful administration of three (3) or less federal aid projects within three (3)-year period or, who will not produce a consistent number of LAP projects (three (3) or more projects within three (3)-year period). Initial Agency certification will be limited to Project-Specific and may be expanded to Full Certification once Agency has demonstrated qualifications, capacity and performance expectations for successful LAP project completion. (CLICK)



Full Certification

• County
– Qualified Staff
– Met performance expectation

• Reimbursement for administration
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
LISA: Full certification will be reserved for Counties within the District that have demonstrated appropriate staff qualifications and capability, having met performance expectations required for LAP for the three-year Certification cycle. Our goal is to have Counties administer projects on behalf of towns/cities in their jurisdiction.  As such, LAP certification should be obtained by all Counties within the District in order to administer projects. To assist in this effort (CLICK) Counties may submit for District consideration, a request for reimbursement direct costs incurred in the administration of LAP project(s) delivered on behalf of cities.  Each County will provide staff-hours estimates representing project oversight efforts for these services prior to programming. While there is no “perfect” agency, most of our Counties have a depth of staff with significant LAP experience.  By limiting the number of agencies that are delivering LAP projects, we can better focus our training efforts and build on the knowledge that is already present within these Agencies and fine-tune processes rather than starting fresh with each project delivered by an agency with project-specific certification.  Providing reimbursement for administrative costs associated with managing projects for other entities should not only assist with the administration of the projects for those entities, but likely for the Counties’ own projects, as there will be economies of scale, and likely bundling of projects that can occur. OPEN DISCUSSION TIME (CLICK)



Certification Expectations
• Staff commitments

– Maintain for the project
– Point of contact
– Redundancy of 

management/coverage
– Succession planning

• Task Team
• Training
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P R O J E C T

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LISA: Certification is based on an agencies staff and their knowledge and experience.  It is expected that certified agencies will maintain the staff commitments identified at the onset of each project.  The agency will provide a point of contact, which may or may not be the Responsible Charge, as well as a redundancy of project management/coverage.  Certified agencies will provide a succession plan to ensure continuity of LAP Administration.  Certified agencies should inform the District of any staff changes immediately when change(s) has occurred. (CLICK)A Task Team will be established with participation from the District, County and/or participating Agency, as identified for each project.  Quarterly meetings will be held between District and Agency staff with the intent of maintaining continuity with projects (management and technical) and promoting partnership between Agency and District staff.   Agency attendance/commitment/representation shall be required and maintained throughout project phase(s) in order to fulfill successful LAP performance expectations. (CLICK)For both full and project-specific certification, the District will focus on continuous training and provide educational materials to the Agencies ensuring quality assurance of Project Management is taking place.  OPEN DISCUSSION TIME (CLICK)



Prior to programming
• Cost feasible plan/LRTP
• MPO/TPO Priority List
• Execution plan

– Preliminary Engineering Study(ies) and/or 
PD&E (if applicable)

– Design
– Right of Way (if applicable)
– Construction and CEI
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
LISA: Moving on to our next topic - Prior to programming, the District’s objective that proper planning for the project has occurred: (CLICK)New alignment, interchanges and capacity projects should be identified in the MPO/TPO Cost Feasible Plan of the Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP).  Operation, enhancement and safety projects must be consistent with MPO/TPO LRTP policies and priorities. (CLICK)The project should be identified on an MPO/TPO Priority List – nothing new, but still important to planning and programming. (CLICK)The Agency needs a plan that outlines the commitment to fund and complete all phases of project - Preliminary Engineering Study(ies) and/or PD&E (if applicable) (CLICK), Design(CLICK), Right of Way (if applicable), (CLICK) and Construction and CEI. (CLICK) We should not be programming construction for a project without a clear picture of how an Agency plans to move the project through each phase. (CLICK)



Application Process

• Complete and thorough project application

• Agency commitment for each phase

• Construction/CEI estimates
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
LISA: Prior to programming project(s), the following items, at a minimum, must be completed and accepted by the District – if any one of these items is missing/incomplete, the respective MPO/TPO will be contacted regarding the missing/incomplete information and the project will not be programmed: (CLICK) -Complete and thorough Project Application – it is critical that we know the full project scope prior to programming to determine federal eligibility.  We have had numerous projects over the last few years that should not have been programmed because the work that was ultimately desired by the Agency was not eligible for federal reimbursement.  Had we received a complete application prior to programming and had sufficient time to review the application, this could have been identified, avoiding the difficult conversations we are having now with these Agencies. This has also resulted in the Work Program Amendments for project deferrals/deletions referenced earlier in the presentation.((CLICK)-Documented Agency commitment for each phase – As was mentioned on the previous slide, the Agency needs to have a clear plan on how the project will move through each phase, both from a timing perspective and a funding perspective.  We continue to struggle with projects that had construction programmed in year 4 or 5 of the Work Program and by the time year 1 arrives, design has not been started, and right-of-way needs have not been identified.  (CLICK)-Construction (PH 58) and CEI (PH 68) cost estimates - In addition to the estimate(s), explanation/back up information/level of estimating used to develop cost estimate shall be provided (ie. similar-type project, % of construction cost, detailed units and costs break down, etc. Examples – Kellie ??OPEN DISCUSSION TIME (CLICK)



Programming

• Construction/CEI only

• $250,000 minimum
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
LISA:  Now that we’ve outlined what we expect prior to programming, let’s move on to programming itself Moving forward, the District will only program federal funds for the construction/CEI phase.  All other project phases – studies, design, and right of way – will be funded and performed by the Local Agency.  The District will provide technical assistance as needed, requested, and agreed to. (CLICK)Additionally, only construction projects estimated at $250,000 or more will be considered for programming.  Agencies are encouraged to look at project bundling by geographical proximity, type of improvement, etc. to meet the $250,000 threshold.   While this may sound extreme, this process has already been in place for quite some time in District 4.  Limiting the phase programmed and looking for larger scale projects maximizes use of funding and the level of effort necessary to comply with federal regulations.Initial CEI programming will be based on the current agency estimate, or on a percentage of the overall construction cost, if an estimate is not available. Agencies may utilize the District’s Continuing Services Construction Engineering Inspection (CEI) to facilitate LAP project administration. OPEN FOR DISCUSSION (CLICK)



Programming
• Based on design status
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Design Status (appxt. %) Programming Year

0 - minimal 4 or 5

30% 3 or after

60% (+all right-of-way identified) 2 or after

90% (+all right-of-way acquired) 1 or after

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LISA:  The year in which the construction phase is initial programmed will be determined by the level of design that has been completed.  Projects with no plans or plans at less than 30% completion will be in the 4th or 5th year.  Projects with plans at 30% but less than 60% will be in year 3 or later.  Projects with plans between 60% and 90% completion and with all right-of way needs identified will be programmed year two or later.  Projects with plans at 90% or even complete and with all right-of-way acquired may be programmed in year 1.  Once programmed, to remain on production path, design status must progress to the completion level shown above (i.e. 30% Design completed at the end of Year 3, 60% Design by the end of year 2 and 90% Design by the end of year 1) including Plans Update(s) (when needed). During Department’s annual Work Program Development, if project design has not reached the appropriate Design status, Construction will be deferred to year 5. (CLICK)



Programming

• Current year or 1st year advancement
– Contract Plans
– Plans, specifications and estimate package 

(PS&E)
– Certifications
– Bid Package
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
LISA: As is currently the case, current year programming or First Year construction advancement will only be considered when the following has been completed and accepted by the District;  (CLICK)Contract Plans:  detailed plan/schedule for construction advertisement, award, and completion, as well as how CEI will be handled (i.e. in-house, District contract, procured).  If procuring, CEI will have to be advertised, shortlisted, and to the point of negotiations prior to programming. (CLICK)Approved Plans Specifications & Estimate (PS&E) package  - This is comprised of final signed/sealed plans, current engineer’s estimate, and full spec (bid) package (CLICK)Certifications – Right-of-way certification, environmental certification, utility clear letter, railroad clear letter, and all permits acquired or indication that no permits are needed (CLICK)Bid package documents:  Technically, this is part of the PS&E package, but we break it out as a separate item, as the majority of the federal requirements (i.e. Construction checklist items) reside in this document.In essence, everything related to the LAP Construction Checklist must be completed and accepted, and the construction project must “advertisement ready” prior to programming such that as soon as we program, draft, and execute the LAP Agreement, the project can be immediately released for advertisement.OPEN DISCUSSION TIME (CLICK)



Implementation

• 2020-2021 Cycle – no changes
• 2021-2022 Cycle

– No longer program studies
– Review design status for construction projects

• 2022-2023 Cycle – full implementation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lisa: The question I’m sure is on everyone’s mind is when will this policy be implemented? We realize that your organizations are already in the midst of preparing/reviewing applications for the upcoming Work Program cycle, and that immediate implementation of the policy would be detrimental.  As such, we will not be making any programming changes this Work Program development cycle.  Beginning with next year’s development cycle (CLICK) we will no longer program study phases, and we will begin reviewing the design status of construction projects against the matrix.  Those projects that have not progressed to the appropriate design phase based on their “location” in the Work Program will be adjusted accordingly.  By the 2022-2023 cycle (CLICK) we anticipate full implementation of the policy, only programming construction projects estimated at $250,000 and higher, and looking to the Counties to be delivering projects on behalf of towns/cities. OPEN DISCUSSION TIME (CLICK) 



Exceptions

• Submit to the District for review and 
consideration

• District Secretary and/or Director of 
Transportation Development
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 LISA:  As with any policy, there will be the opportunity for exceptions. (CLICK) Exceptions to provisions set forth within the policy may be submitted in writing to the District for review and consideration; exception requests do not guarantee approval. Submittal of request does not guarantee approval.  (CLICK) Approvals will be provided by District Secretary and/or Director of Transportation Development prior to programming during development of Five Year Work Program.  OPEN DISCUSSION – CLICK and turn over to Alison 



How does this help you?

• Program priority projects

• Program without rushing

• Stabilize funding

• Helps the Local Agencies
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alison



• Application

• Priority List

• Outreach
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Alison



THANK YOU!
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Loreen – Thank you and open dialogue
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